
Course organization: excercise class, web site, other courses at VWL I
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Industrial Organization is that branch of economics that is concerned with 
imperfect competition!
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Strategic interaction: Taking into account what my rival does and how my actions 
might affect my rival!
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Example: Telekom Austria: Effect of regional discrimination of broadband 
internet access?
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THE FIVE COMPETITIVE FORCES THAT SHAPE STRATEGY
by Michael E. Porter
hbr.org | January 2008 | Harvard Business Review 79-93

Understanding the forces that shape industry competition
is the starting point for developing strategy.
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Adam Smith‘s view of industry associations?
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Chicago-school: high profits of a firm might well be due to superior efficiency
=> causation?
=> ‚Micro‘-approach: detailed examination of industry
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Carlton, Perloff, p. 7
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Taken from Carlton, Perloff, p. 4
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Review! 
Examples: Farmers! Price elasticities of more than 5000% (Carlton/Perloff
Example 3.1, p. 69)
Special cases in which a small number of firms behaves competitively: Perfectly
elastic demand.
„L“-shaped marginal cost curves: (steel industry) (boom – bust)
Formal assumptions for perfect competition according to Carlton/Perloff:  p p p g
-Homogeneous perfectly divisible product
-Perfect information
-No transaction costs
-Price taking
-No externalities
! These assumptions are only necessary if one wants to make sure that perfect
competition leads to efficiency. More general, perfect competition only requires
price-taking behavior and the absence of strategic interactions!
Typically a large number of buyers and sellers!
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Definition of normal profitDefinition of normal profit
Often also called  “zero” profit, does not 
imply zero “accounting profits”, but that a 
firm is making the market return on the 

t l d i th b iassets employed in the business
For the “marginal firm” only; if firms have 
different costs of production, infra-marginal 
firms make positive profits.
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In industries with large MES it is (more) likely that we find imperfect rather than 
perfect competition. 
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Elasticity defined in absolute (=positive) terms!
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Yellow area: producer surplus (if there are fixed costs)! = profit + fixed costs
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Can we reallocate resources to make some individuals better off without making others worse 
ff?off?
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Calculate example with linear demand!
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λ: Marginal utility of income
CS: monetary measure of utility. With quasi-linear utility this coincides with
(indirect) utility function (see next page).
CS: extra utility from existence of products q

Example for U(q1): a q1 – 0.5 b q1^2
Alternative: linear-quadratic with differentiated products:Alternative: linear-quadratic with differentiated products:
U(q1,q2)=a q1 – 0.5 b q1^2+a q2 – 0.5 b q2^2 - s q1 q2
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Individual consumer surplus can be aggregated to representative consumers
(Vives, p. 77)
Share of goods in question in terms of total income needs to be small in order to
justify assumption!

Imortant point from envelope theorem: How does welfare (utility increase) if the
price changes marginally!
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Separable functions often assumed when analysing Ramsey prices. Different user
groups or user times; local vs. long-distance calls.

Hwo does utility function look like for independent linear demand?
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Advanced topic which won‘t be covered
Message of this part: Consumer surplus in multi-product case is not a simple sum
of integrals over demand curves.

see Vives, Appendix, pp. 85. 

Achtung: Konsumentenrente unter Vorbehalt! Der spezifizierteAchtung: Konsumentenrente unter Vorbehalt! Der spezifizierte 
Preisänderungspfad sollte funktionieren.
Zur Konsumentenrente im Mehrproduktfall siehe: Crew, Kleindorfer, Public 
utility economics, Chapt. 2. 
Siehe auch Vives, Review of Economic studies, 1987
Überprüfen bei linear-quadratischer Nutzenfunktion!
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Beweisskizze: Die Ableitungen der ersten i-1 Integrale 
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Yellow area: producer surplus (if there are fixed costs)! = profit + fixed costs

Red area: dead weight loss (DWL)
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Famous 1945 US Supreme Court case concerning Alcoa, which had 90 percent
market share (see Tirole, p. 79) (Aluminium recycling)
Discussion could also be put under the headline of intertemporal price
discrimination

Note first that it would pay in the example to have intertemporal price
discrimination if selling to the high value consumer at her valuation in period 1 
and to the low value consumer in period 2.
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Note: leasing often helps if monopolist faces this problem (but not in the example
here): Leasing can assure the high value type that he gets the bargain in later
periods.
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Example: Capacity constraints in the Bayreuth festival or at a football stadium
such as Old Trafford (ManU)
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Black box view of the firm.
Transaction cost literature: Coase, Williamson, Hart, Moore.
Agency literature: Milgrom Roberts, 1992
Institutionenökonomik (Albert)

We abstract from these problems, and assume simply that firms maximize profits
and have no problems to produce along the efficiency frontier (= productionand have no problems to produce along the efficiency frontier (  production
function).
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Review! 
Profit maximization in one stage is only simple under perfect competition, with
monopoly and even more oligopoly two stage procedure is much simpler.
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Marginal costs: often we assume constant marginal cost.
Fixed cost: Rent of office building
Sunk costs: digging the Eurotunnel, advertisements expenditures at product
introduction. Important for asymmetry between incumbents and potential entrants

This analysis has interesting implications 
different input mix across

time: as capital becomes relatively cheapertime: as capital becomes relatively cheaper
space: difference in factor costs across countries
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Refresher of intermediate Micro! You should be familiar with the Lagrange 
approach and how to derive cost functions.
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Note: MC = λ
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Role of and importance of various categories of costs!
Potential source of sunk costs:
Indivisibilities which are highly specialized with little value in other uses

market research expenditures
rail track between two destinations

The latter are sunk costs: nonrecoverable if production stops
S k t ff t k t t t b ff ti tSunk costs affect market structure by affecting entry
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Question (to students): Which of the sources of EOS are due to RTS?

Indivisibilities make scale of entry an important strategic decision:
enter large with large-scale indivisibilities: heavy overhead
enter small with smaller-scale cheaper equipment: low overhead

Some indivisible inputs can be redeployed
Ai ft i “Th t i l” Fil d t th bl h f fAircraft: movie “The terminal”: Filmed at the assembly hangar of former 
aircraft production site. => not sunk
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This and next slide from Clemenz, Mueller, p. 12 f.
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Example for: Subadditivity does not  (necessarily) imply falling average costs
Another point: Importance of EOS: If they are large (compared to market size 
measured by demand!), market tends to be concentrated!
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N: number of firms, K: sunk costs, A and α: Parameters
Sunk costs similar to EOS, but accrue only at entry. After the inititial stage firms
make positive operating profits, but these are necessary to cover sunk entry costs.
Firms need to make higher operating profits and therefore to charge higher prices
if sunk costs are higher. Higher market power is inevitable with higher sunk
costs!

Discussion of alpha: As soon as alpha > 0, LI decreases with increase in N and
equilibrium number of firms is increasing at a decreasing rate with market size
(=total expenditure) (=concave in E).

Under monopolistic competition with a continuum of firms, alpha is 0 and N 
proportional to E.
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In the context of multiproduct firms, EoScope are the more interesting concept!
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Examples: cow, sheeps, etc.
marketing and R&D expenditures that are generic: generic hier im Sinne einer
übergeordneten Kategorie : Mercedes (Stern); 
-Player Shared inputs: Handy inkl. Photoapparat und MP3.
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See Bresnahan/Reiss (1991)
Sutton! Important point: Sunk costs may change (ie. increase) with market size. 
Expenditure on advertising!
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This is the solution of the cost minimization problem from page 48 by means of
an alternative approach, the substitution method. 
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Not part of the lecture! Particularly interessant for students also doing the
Econometrics course. Not relevant for the final exam. However, you should know
how to obtain the first equation. Just taking logs of the Cobb-Douglas production
function.
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